Testimonials
Susie exceeded all expectations for me, the results couldn't be better! I had my eyebrows done
originally somewhere else and they were not even, which left me very upset but after going to Susie
you would never know! She expertly corrected them and she really listened to what I wanted. My eye
brows now look perfect in the shape wanted and I no longer need to draw them on. In my opinion it
was the best money ever spent as now I can feel confident all the time not to mention the time it
saves in the morning where I used to spend ages trying to pencil them in perfect and even. I strongly
recommend Susie to everyone, its good quality service you can totally trust, I can't wait to get my
eyeliner done by her next!
Hazel
Bedford
After having my lip treatment I am pleased to say it’s the best thing I have ever done. I no longer
need to buy lipstick and my lips look much fuller. I have had a full colour which has been done above
my natural lip line creating bigger lips. I feel so happy to have a top lip that I don’t mind having my
photo taken anymore. I would highly recommend this treatment to anyone. The treatment room is
lovely and relaxing and Susie makes you feel at ease she is very friendly and welcoming.
Fiona
Bedford
I was very nervous when I had my first appointment for eyeliner tattooing. I had never had a tattoo
before so this was my first step into a new World. Susie was very patient and kind and explained the
procedure step by step. The numbing cream was applied and although the tattooing was slightly
uncomfortable it wasn’t as bad as I had feared- more of a strange tickling feeling on the eyelashes. I
loved the effect so much that I have since returned for a thicker black top lid eyeliner, natural looking
lower eyeliner and eyebrows. I’ve had lots of compliments, usually along the lines of ‘you’re looking
very glamorous today’ and its funny because generally people can’t quite work out what’s different
about me to have that effect. I now never have to worry about my eyeliner smudging through the
day, and my eyes have much more definition. The procedure for most dramatic effect on my face was
the eyebrow tattooing (like a mini face lift with Susie’s very special measuring and shaping to ‘lift’ my
eyes, and the procedure for most jealous comments from friends is my upper eyeliner- everyone
wants it once they see the results. The only down side for me is the first week after the procedure
where the colour looks very dark, but the makeup very quickly looks more natural and defined.
Susie is a highly competent practitioner and she really takes the time to work out what look I want
and what will enhance my face. I always feel very safe in her capable hands.
Lisa
Somerset
I really wanted my eyebrows done, as I had lost the shape and thickness. They are so important as
they frame the eyes. I didn't know who to contact, so I picked up the phonebook and hoped for the
best. I chose Susie Bavister at Creative Beauty, I felt an instant rapport with Susie, she knew exactly
what I wanted. My eyebrows are amazing, how they should be, like a facelift!!!! I am so very pleased
I made that phone call. Thank you Susie, You're the best!!
Tracey
Bedford

